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ENGLISH

CREATIVE WRITING
1. Write a letter to your grandparents asking them to come

and spend a few days with you.      5
2. Your neighbours are going to cut down all the trees in their

compound to construct a new building. Give them an
awareness about 'Uses of Trees'.      5

GRAMMAR
3. Fill in the blanks with the correct preposition.      2
a) A tortoise carries its shell _______ its back. (over, on)
b) The foolish dog barked and the bone fell _____ the pond.

(into, in)
4. Choose the suitable conjunctions.      1
a) Anoop ______ Amar are my classmates. (or, and)
b) We went to look for Sreedhar _____we could not find him.

(but, and)
5. Replace the underlined words with the correct

pronouns.      2
a) Nayana lives in a village. Nayana lives with her

grandparents.
b) Kishan and Kiran are twins. Kishan and Kiran are my

cousins.
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SPELLING
6. Write the correct word.      4
a) isdya b) rmtake c) mdoiadn d) ratelvlre

7. Fill in the missing letters.      4
a) e__cit__me__t b) en__ir__nmen__
c) c__ur__ie__s d) pa__ca__es
8. Choose the correctly spelt word.      2
a) rabber rubber rubbar
b) shado shaddow shadow
c) curtain curtane cartain
d) puzzled puzlled puzilled

VOCABULARY
9. Give one word for the following.      4
a) Plants which grow on or near water.
b) Burning brightly.
c) Go away without getting noticed.
d) Car used for carrying goods.
10. Fill in the blanks with the opposites of the underlined

words.      2
a) The knife is sharp but the scissors are _____.
b) Bhoomi is always polite. She is never _____.
11. Make a sentence of your own.      2
a) jealous b) beautiful
12. Write a word which means the same.      2
a) The area of the back of a house.
b) Another word for intelligent.

LITERATURE
13. Answer the following questions.
a) Where did Jenny want to plant her tree? Why did she
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select that place?      2
b) Who spoke on behalf of the courtiers?      2
c) "I’m looking for the environment”. Who said to whom?      1
d) Why is the little Daisy giving honey without any money?      2
e) Why did the king not punish Tenali for spending the gold

coins?      2
f) "Then the traveller in the dark, thank you for your tiny

spark”. What value do you get from these lines?      1

HANDWRITING
14. Some of us are blessed with special talent. This may make

us too proud. Pride makes us blind. We must be humble in
every situation. We have to remember the steps that led us
to fame. Our intelligence, talent, wealth, etc. are gifts given
by the Almighty. We are just an instrument in the hands of
God.      5


